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Abstract: In recent years, hydrogen is rapidly developing because it is

environmentally friendly and sustainable. In this case, hydrogen energy

storage systems (HESSs) can be widely used in the distribution network. The

application of hybrid electric-hydrogen energy storage systems can solve the

adverse effects caused by renewable energy access to the distribution network.

In order to ensure the rationality and effectiveness of energy storage systems

(ESSs) configuration, economic indicators of battery energy storage systems

(BESSs) and hydrogen energy storage systems, power loss, and voltage

fluctuation are chosen as the fitness function in this paper. Meanwhile,

multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) is used to solve Pareto

non-dominated set of energy storage systems’ optimal configuration scheme,

in which the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution

(TOPSIS) based on information entropy weight (IEW) is used select the optimal

solution in Pareto non-dominated solution set. Based on the extended IEEE-33

system and IEEE-69 system, the rationality of energy storage systems

configuration scheme under 20% and 35% renewable energy penetration

rate is analyzed. The simulation results show that the power loss can be

reduced by 7.9%–22.8% and the voltage fluctuation can be reduced by

40.0%–71% when the renewable energy penetration rate is 20% and 35%

respectively in IEEE-33 and 69 nodes systems. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the locations and capacities of energy storage systems

obtained by multi-objective particle swarm optimization can improve the

distribution network stability and economy after accessing renewable

generation.
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Introduction

With the continuous advancement of science and technology

in the world, the demand for energy supply is rising. Traditional

energy based on fossil energy is facing major problems of

resource depletion and environmental pollution (Li et al.,

2022a), (Zhang et al., 2022). Developing clean and renewable

energy, reducing the use of fossil energy, and reducing carbon

emissions have become necessary means for the sustainable

development of human society (Yang et al., 2020), (Yang

et al., 2021a). However, renewable energy power generation is

easily affected by weather factors, resulting in a series of problems

such as voltage over-limit, large voltage fluctuation of

distribution network, poor stability of power grid. With the

development of energy storage systems (ESSs), configuring

ESSs in distribution networks with a high penetration rate of

renewable energy can effectively solve the above problems (Yang

et al., 2021b; Yang, 2021; Wang et al., 2022).

The ESSs can store the energy that cannot be consumed in the

power grid, and when the power grid load increases and the power

supply is insufficient, the stored energy is fed back to the power

grid. Reference (Li et al., 2022b) established a flywheel energy

storage system to assist the thermal power units in the power grid

to participate in the primary frequency regulation of the power

grid to improve the frequency stability of the power grid. However,

the flywheel energy storage system is a device that uses the

mechanical energy in the rotation of the flywheel to store

energy. The device is usually very large and the charging and

discharging time is short. This characteristic makes the flywheel

energy storage system unsuitable for long-term energy storage and

difficult to apply to the power grid. Hydrogen energy storage

systems (HESSs) are chemical energy storage systems that use

hydrogen as a storage medium and can store a large amount of

energy by electrolysis of water to produce hydrogen. When the

grid load increases, hydrogen can be converted into electrical

energy through a fuel cell (FC) to supply power to the grid.

Because of the high cleanliness and sustainability of

hydrogen, HESSs are configurated reasonably can accelerate the

realization of low-carbon power grids and the goal of sustainable

development.

In recent years, worldwide scholars have completed numerous

research on ESSs configuration method (Sarvesh and Geena, 2017;

Xing et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2020; Georgious et al., 2021; Li et al.,

2022c). In reference (Cui et al., 2017), aiming at minimizing the

sum of voltage over-limit of each node, genetic algorithm was used

to optimize the capacity of battery energy storage systems (BESSs).

In reference (Yan et al., 2013), the annual net revenue was taken as

the objective function to establish BESSs optimization value

evaluation model, and the particle swarm optimization

algorithm combined with multi-SUMT function was used to

solve it. The models of ESSs optimization established in the

above references are all single-objective models. The

disadvantage of the single-objective model is that it is difficult

to fully consider the economy and grid stability in the process of

ESSs configuration. Reference (Yan et al., 2022) studied the

configuration method of the hybrid energy storage system of

electrochemical energy storage and hydrogen energy storage,

aiming at reducing the wind and solar curtailment rate of the

system, using a two-level optimization mode, and solving the

model by the proximal policy optimization algorithm. Reference

(Jiang and Chen, 2021) used the improved artificial bee colony

algorithm to study how to reduce the daily cost of users, reduce the

energy loss of ESSs and reduce the fluctuation of wind and solar

energy for the ESSs in microgrid system. In reference (Fu et al.,

2022), the mathematical model of optimal configuration of ESSs is

constructed with the goal of the economic benefit of ESSs and the

influence of the energy storage device on the voltage quality of the

distribution network. The objectives in the above research content

are difficult to fully reflect the real situation of distribution network

operation after ESSs are connected. In reference (Li et al., 2022d), a

power interaction constraint model was introduced into the

capacity optimal configuration model of the hybrid electric-

hydrogen energy storage systems to configure the capacity of

ESSs to improve system economy and power supply reliability.

Reference (Xiang et al., 2015) established a hybrid optimization

model for the configuration of BESSs intending to maximize the

net profit in the whole life cycle of BESSs in the distribution

network. In reference (Luo and Shen, 2022), a hybrid electric-

hydrogen energy storage structure was proposed to deal with the

economic and practical problems of wind/photovoltaic/storage

microgrid. The model of ESS is established with the goal of life

cycle cost. Through simulation analysis, it is proved that the hybrid

energy storage structure has the characteristics of good economy,

high reliability and environmental friendliness. In reference (Guo

et al., 2022a) A bi-level programming model of lead-acid battery-

supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system is proposed. The

outer objective function is the annual return rate of energy storage

investment, considering the income of energy storage system, life

cycle cost and other factors. The inner objective function is the

daily scheduling income of energy storage. The two-layer model is

solved by particle swarm algorithm and CPLEX solvers. Reference

(Guo et al., 2022b) optimized the capacity of the ESSs according to

the economic index of distributed energy storage systems (DESSs).

When optimizing the ESSs, the above research does not consider

the influence of ESSs on the stability of the distribution network

operation.

Based on the existing research content, considering that the

configuration of ESSs needs to be determined from various

angles. In this paper, a multi-objective particle swarm

optimization (MOPSO) algorithm is proposed to optimize the

configuration of hybrid electric-hydrogen energy storage systems

when the penetration rate of renewable energy is 20% and 35%

respectively. A multi-objective optimization model is established

with the economic indicators of BESSs and HESSs, network loss,

and voltage fluctuation as the objectives.

The main contributions of this work are:
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1) A multi-objective optimization model based on Pareto is

established, and a multi-objective location and capacity

model of the hybrid energy storage system is established

with three objectives;

2) TOPSIS based on IEW to establish weight is used to obtain the

optimal solution from the Pareto front of MOPSO.

3) The extended IEEE-33 node systems and IEEE-69 node

systems are simulated and tested when the renewable

energy penetration rate is 20% and 35% respectively. In

this way, the optimization ability of the MOPSO algorithm

is verified, and the optimal configuration scheme of hybrid

electric-hydrogen energy storage systems under two different

node systems is obtained.

Battery energy storage systems/
hydrogen energy storage systems
configuration model

The model consists of load, BESSs, photovoltaic

power generation, wind power generation, electrolytic cell,

FC unit, and hydrogen tank (HT). The state of charge (SOC) of

BESSs is an important parameter of charge and discharge

operation.

The SOC of BESSs can be calculated as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
SOCi(t) � (1 − δ · Δt) · SOCi(t − 1) + (Pcha,i(t) · ηcha,i) · Δt, charging
SOCi(t) � (1 − δ · Δt) · SOCi(t − 1) − (Pdis,i(t)

ηdis,i
) · Δt, discharging

(1)

where Pcha,i(t) and Pdis,i(t) represent the charging and

discharging power of node i in the period t; ηcha,i and ηdis,i
represent the charging and discharging efficiency of node i in the

period t.

The exchange power between BESSs and the power grid can

be calculated by Eq. 2:

Pgrid,i(t) � Pcha,i(t) − Pdis,i(t) (2)

It should be noted that the charging and discharging

processing of BESSs cannot proceed at the same time, so the

power exchange between BESSs and network must be satisfied:

Pcha,i(t) · Pdis,i(t) � 0 (3)

Objective function

In this work, the economic index of the hybrid electric-

hydrogen energy storage system, the daily network loss of the

power grid, and voltage fluctuation is taken as the objectives, and

FIGURE 1
The flowchart diagram of the MOPSO used for hybrid
electric-hydrogen energy storage system.

TABLE 1 MOPSO parameter setting.

Parameters Value

c1 1.6

c2 1.6

wmax 0.9

wmin 0.4

n 50

kmax 150

TABLE 2 Main parameters of power grid.

Parameters
of power grid

Value

System base capacity 10MVA

Total load power (3.715 + j2.3) MVA

Wind power No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 active power 1.2 MW

Photovoltaic No. 1 Active Power 2.5 MW
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a multi-objective optimization model based on Pareto can be

established as follows:

{min F(x) � min {F1, F2, F3}
s.t.H(x)≤ 0

(4)

where F(x) consists of objective functions {F1, F2, F3}, which are
the economic index of BESSs and HESSs, daily network loss, and

voltage fluctuation respectively; x represents the decision space

consisting of the optimal installation node location, capacity, and

hourly power optimization variables of BESSs and HESSs; H(x)
represents the constraints.

1) Economic indicators of ESSs

ESSs economic indicators include total capital cost (TCC)

and maintenance cost (MC). The economic indicators of HESSs

and BESSs are as follows:

min F1 � TCCB +MCB + TCCH +MCH (5)

Total capital cost of battery energy
storage systems

TCCB � μCRF,B ·∑NBESS

i�1 (cbat + cEPC,B − Isub, B)·EBESS, i (6)

TABLE 3 Parameters of the IEEE-33 node system.

Node Node Resistance Reactance Susceptance RateA RateB RateC Ratio Angle Status Angmin Angmax

1 2 0.023947 0.035034 0.005438 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

2 3 0.019502 0.028532 0.004429 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

3 4 0.034443 0.05039 0.007822 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

4 5 0.016846 0.024646 0.003826 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

5 6 0.024331 0.035596 0.005526 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

6 7 0.026067 0.038136 0.00592 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

7 8 0.020457 0.029929 0.004646 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

8 9 0.012716 0.018603 0.002888 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

9 10 0.016852 0.024654 0.003827 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

10 11 0.025991 0.038025 0.005903 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

11 12 0.023079 0.033764 0.005241 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

12 13 0.029865 0.043692 0.006782 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

13 14 0.021867 0.031991 0.004966 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

14 15 0.0239 0.034966 0.005428 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

15 16 0.036016 0.052691 0.008179 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

16 17 0.032137 0.047016 0.007298 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

17 18 0.034804 0.050919 0.007904 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

2 19 0.030902 0.045209 0.007018 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

19 20 0.02796 0.040905 0.00635 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

20 21 0.017597 0.025745 0.003996 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

21 22 0.022385 0.03275 0.005084 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

3 23 0.025339 0.037071 0.005755 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

23 24 0.015075 0.022055 0.003424 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

24 25 0.006635 0.009707 0.001507 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

6 26 0.021343 0.031224 0.004847 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

26 27 0.014976 0.02191 0.003401 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

27 28 0.020055 0.029341 0.004555 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

28 29 0.01193 0.017453 0.002709 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

29 30 0.006367 0.009315 0.001446 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

30 31 0.011941 0.01747 0.002712 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

31 32 0.016817 0.024603 0.003819 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360

32 33 0.007963 0.01165 0.001808 9 0 0 0 0 1 −360 360
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TABLE 4 Parameters of the IEEE-69 node system.

Node Node Resistance Reactance Susceptance RateA RateB RateC Ratio Angle Status Angmin Angmax

1 2 0.005 0.0012 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

2 3 0.005 0.0012 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

3 4 0.0015 0.0036 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

4 5 0.0251 0.0294 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

5 6 0.366 0.1864 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

6 7 0.3811 0.1941 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

7 8 0.0922 0.047 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

8 9 0.0493 0.0251 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

9 10 0.819 0.2707 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

10 11 0.1872 0.0691 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

11 12 0.7114 0.2351 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

12 13 1.03 0.34 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

13 14 1.044 0.345 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

14 15 1.058 0.3496 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

15 16 0.1966 0.065 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

16 17 0.3744 0.1238 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

17 18 0.0047 0.0016 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

18 19 0.3276 0.1083 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

19 20 0.2106 0.069 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

20 21 0.3416 0.1129 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

21 22 0.014 0.0046 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

22 23 0.1591 0.0526 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

23 24 0.3463 0.1145 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

24 25 0.7488 0.2457 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

25 26 0.3089 0.1021 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

26 27 0.1732 0.0572 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

27 28 0.0044 0.0108 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

28 29 0.064 0.1565 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

29 30 0.3978 0.1315 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

30 31 0.0702 0.0232 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

31 32 0.351 0.116 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

32 33 0.839 0.2816 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

33 34 1.708 0.5646 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

34 35 1.474 0.4873 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

3 36 0.0044 0.0108 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

36 37 0.064 0.1565 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

37 38 0.1053 0.123 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

38 39 0.0304 0.0355 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

39 40 0.0018 0.0021 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

40 41 0.7288 0.8509 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

41 42 0.31 0.3623 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

42 43 0.041 0.0478 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

43 44 0.0092 0.0116 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

44 45 0.1089 0.1373 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

45 46 0.0009 0.0012 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

4 47 0.0034 0.0084 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

47 48 0.0851 0.2083 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

48 49 0.2898 0.7091 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

(Continued on following page)
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where NBESS represents the installation number of BESSs; cbat
represents the cost of a single battery; cEPC,B represents the

engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) cost of

BESSs; Isub, B represents the government subsidy for BESSs;

EBESS, i represents the capacity of the ith BESS; μCRF,B
represents the capital recovery factor (CRF).

Maintenance cost of battery energy
storage systems

MCB � ∑NBESS

i�1 cFMC,B·PBESS, i (7)

where cFMC,B represents the annual fixed MC of a single BESS;

PBESS, i represents the power of the ith BESS.

Total capital cost of hydrogen energy
storage systems

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ TCCH � μCRF,H ·∑NHESS

i�1 (csys,Hi + cEPC,H − Isub,H·PHESS, i)
csys,Hi � (cFC + cE)·PHESS, i + cHT·QHT, i

(8)

where μCRF,H represents the cost recovery coefficient of

HESSs; NHESS represents the number of HESSs installed;

cFC and cE are the cost of FC and electrolyzer respectively;

cHT and QHT, i represent the cost and capacity of HT; PHESS, i

represents the power of the ith HESS; cEPC, H represents the

EPC cost of HESSs; Isub,H represents government subsidies

for HESSs.

Maintenance cost of hydrogen energy
storage systems

MCH � ∑NHESS

i�1 cFMC, H·PHESS, i (9)

where cFMC, H represents the annual fixed MC of a single HESS;

PHESS, i represents the power of the ith HESS.

The power gird loss is considered in ESSs siting and sizing

planning, expressed as daily power losses, as follows:

min F2 � ∑T

t�1∑L

i�1(RiI
2
i (t)) (10)

where F2 represents daily power losses; L represents the number

of lines in the distribution network; Rj represents the resistance

on the ith connection line; Ii(t) is the current on the ith line at

time t.

TABLE 4 (Continued) Parameters of the IEEE-69 node system.

Node Node Resistance Reactance Susceptance RateA RateB RateC Ratio Angle Status Angmin Angmax

49 50 0.0822 0.2011 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

8 51 0.0928 0.0473 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

51 52 0.3319 0.1114 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

52 53 0.174 0.0886 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

53 54 0.203 0.1034 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

54 55 0.2842 0.1447 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

55 56 0.2813 0.1433 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

56 57 1.59 0.5337 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

57 58 0.7837 0.263 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

58 59 0.3042 0.1006 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

59 60 0.3861 0.1172 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

60 61 0.5075 0.2585 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

61 62 0.0974 0.0496 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

62 63 0.145 0.0738 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

63 64 0.7105 0.3619 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

64 65 1.041 0.5302 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

11 66 0.2012 0.0611 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

66 67 0.0047 0.0014 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

12 68 0.7394 0.2444 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360

68 69 0.0047 0.0016 0 10 10 10 0 0 1 −360 360
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The voltage quality of the power grid is considered in the

location and capacity planning of the ESSs, expressed as daily

voltage fluctuations, as follows:

min F3 � ∑N

i�1∑T

t�1|Vi(t) − �Vi| (11)

where F3 represents daily voltage fluctuations; N represents

the number of system nodes; Vi(t) represents the voltage of i
node at time t; �Vi represents the average voltage of i node in T

period.

Constraints

Ui
min ≤Ui(t)≤Ui

max (12)

whereUi(t) represents the node voltage of node i at time t;Ui
max

represents the node voltage upper limit of node i; Ui
min

represents the lower limit of node voltage of node i.

2) Charge-discharge constraints of BESSs and HESSs

{ 0≤Pcha,BESSi(t)≤PBESS,i · ηcha,BESS−PBESS,i · ηdis,BESS ≤Pdis,BESSi(t)≤ 0 (13)

{ 0≤Pcha,HESSi(t)≤PHESS,i · ηcha,HESS−PHESS,i · ηdis,HESS ≤Pdis,HESSi(t)≤ 0 (14)

Here, Eq. 13 represents the charge and discharge constraints

of BESSs, where PBESS,i represents the power of the ith BESS;

Pcha,BESSi(t) represents the charging power of the ith BESS at time

t; ηcha,BESS and ηdis,BESS represent the charge and discharge

efficiency of BESSs, respectively. Eq. 14 represents the charge

and discharge constraints of HESSs, where PHESS,i represents the

power of the ith HESS; Pcha,HESSi(t) represents the charging

power of the ith HESS at time t; ηcha,HESS and ηdis,HESS

represent the charge and discharge efficiency of HESSs,

respectively.

3) Capacity and power constraints of ESSs

{EBESS
min ≤EBESS ≤EBESS

max

PBESS
min ≤PBESS ≤PBESS

max (15)

{EHESS
min ≤EHESS ≤EHESS

max

PHESS
min ≤PHESS ≤PHESS

max (16)

where Eq. 15 represents the upper and lower limits of the capacity

and power of BESSs; Eq. 16 represents the upper and lower limits

of the capacity and power of HESSs.

4) Installation node number constraints of ESSs

{ NBESS
min ≤NBESS ≤NBESS

max

NHESS
min ≤NHESS ≤NHESS

max /NESS1 ≠ NESS2 (17)

where Eq. 17 represents the upper and lower limits of installation

node number of ESSs. It should be noted that since node 1 is a

balanced node, the installation node number of BESSs and HESSs

starts from node 2, and the two energy storage devices cannot be

installed at the same node location.

SOCmin ≤ SOC(t)≤ SOCmax (18)

where SOCmax and SOCmin represent the upper and lower limits

of SOC of BESSs, respectively. In this work, the SOCmin and

SOCmax are set to 20% and 90%, respectively.

Model solution based on multi-
objective particle swarm optimization

Multi-objective particle swarm
optimization

In MOPSO, the swarm is composed of multiple particles,

each particle represents a feasible solution of the optimization

problem. The algorithm uses the global optimal solution and

local optimal solution in each iteration to update the fitness. Eq.

19, 20 are the update methods of particle velocity and position

(Shi and Wei, 2022).

vi(t + 1) � wvi(t) + r1c1(Pbesti(t) − xi(t)) + r2c2(Gbesti(t)
−xi(t)) (19)

xi(t + 1) � xi(t) + vi(t + 1) (20)

where Pbesti(t) represents the historical optimal position of the

i(i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , N) particles in the search process, which is the

local optimal solution; Gbesti(t) represents the optimal position

of all particles in the current search results, which is global

optimal solution; r1 and r2 represent random values in [0,1]; c1
and c2 represent particle self and group learning factors, usually

TABLE 5 Main parameters of BESSs and HESSs.

Cost of a single
battery

cbat 209,000 dollars/MW·h

BESSs EPC cost cEPC,B 123,000 dollars/MW·h, DT = 0.5 h

245,000 dollars/MW·h, DT = 1 h

392,000 dollars/MW h, DT = 2 h

686,000 dollars/MW·h, DT = 4 h

Annual fixed MC cFMC,B 20,000 dollars/MW

Government subsidy Isub, B 90,000 dollars/MW·h
HESSs Cost of electrolyzer cE 323,000 dollars/MW

Cost of FC cFC 300 dollars/MW

Cost of HT cHT 21 dollars/kg

Annual fixed MC cFMC, H 80,000 dollars/MW

Government subsidies Isub,H 120,000 dollars/MW·
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between 0 and 2; w represents the value of the inertia weight that

controls the particles in the population to search in the solution

space, as follows:

w(t) � w max − w max − w min

k max
× t (21)

where wmax and wmin represents the maximum and the

minimum inertia weight coefficient, respectively; kmax

represents the maximum number of iterations.

The details of MOPSO are as follows:

1) Input distribution network parameters and operation data;

2) Set MOPSO parameters, population initialization, set the

initial value of the marker;

3) Adding a new particle to the external archive set and marking

the dominated particle by comparing it with the existing

particle;

4) Delete all marked particles;

5) Calculate the current crowding degree according to Eq. 22,

sort the crowding degree in descending order, and control the

size of Pareto solution set;

6) The particles with the first 10% crowding degree are selected

as the optimal particles;

7) Steps (3–6) are repeated to obtain the Pareto optimal solution

set. The flowchart diagram of the MOPSO used for

hybrid electric-hydrogen energy storage system is shown in

Figure 1.

Pareto solution set storage and selecting

It should be noted that the external archive set is used to store

the Pareto solution set. During the iteration, the

particles obtained from each iteration are compared with all

the particles already in the archive to update the solution set in

the archive. The specific methods are as follows:

1) The particles to be added are compared with all particles in

the archive, and if the particles to be added dominate a

particle in the archive, the particles in the archive are

marked;

2) If a particle in the archive dominates the particles to be added,

the particles to be added will be marked;

3) When all the particles are compared, delete all marked

particles.

To ensure computational speed, the external archive

can only store a limited number of solutions. Therefore,

the size of the Pareto solution set is limited, and the

crowding degree is used to limit the size of the Pareto

solution set below the limit value. The crowding degree is

calculated as follows:

nd � [fi(t + 1) − fi(t − 1)]/ )( fi
max − fi

min )) (22)

where, nd represents the crowding degree of the population;

fi
max and fi

minrepresent the maximum fitness value and the

minimum fitness value of the ith population.

FIGURE 2
Topology of the extended IEEE-33 bus.

TABLE 6 Network loss and voltage fluctuation when ESS is not
configured.

Renewable energy
penetration
rate (%)

No access to ESSs

Daily network
loss/MW

Daily voltage
fluctuation/p.u

20 1.39 5.917

35 1.213 5.598
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Technique for order preference by
similarity to ideal solution based on
information entropy weight to establish
weights

In this paper, a TOPSIS based on IEW is designed. The

optimal solution in the Pareto solution set is taken as the optimal

decision scheme, which is composed of the following steps

(Zhang et al., 2018):

1) Dimensionless objective function

X �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x11
x21

..

.

xn1

x12
x22

..

.

xn2

. . . x1m

. . . x2m

1 ..
.

. . . xnm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (23)

Eq. 24 represents the original data matrix consisting of n

objective functions, each of which consists of m attributes.

fn,m � −xn,(m−1)
xn,m − xn,(m−1)

(24)

The normalized matrix Fij after dimensionless is obtained

from Eq. 25:

F �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

f11

f21

..

.

fn1

f12

f22

..

.

fn2

. . . f1m

. . . f2m

1 ..
.

. . . fnm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (25)

2) Calculating the entropy Hj and weight coefficient ωj of each

element in the normalized matrix

Hj � − 1
ln n

∑n

i�1fnm lnfnm, (j � 1, 2, , m) (26)

ωj � 1 −Hj∑m
k�11 −Hk

, (j � 1, 2, , m) (27)

3) Calculating the distance between each objective function and

the absolute ideal solution

D+
i �

���������������∑m

j�1ωj(F+
j − fij)2√

(28)

D−
i �

���������������∑m

j�1ωj(F−
j − fij)2√

(29)

Ci � D−
i

D+
i +D−

i

(30)

where D+
i represents the distance between the ith objective

function and the absolutely positive ideal solution; D−
i

represents the distance between the ith objective

function and the absolutely positive ideal solution; Ci

represents the score of the ith objective function, which

means that the larger the value of Ci, the closer it is to the

optimal solution.T
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Case studies

In this work, the extended IEEE-33 and extended IEEE-69

node system are used to test whether the ESSs configured by

MOPSO can improve the power quality, reduce the voltage

fluctuation and improve the stability of the power system

when the renewable energy penetration rate is 20% and 35%

respectively. The parameter settings of MOPSO are shown in

Table 1. Table 2 shows the main parameters of power grid (Yang

et al., 2021c). Table 3 and Table 4 shows the parameters of the

IEEE-33 node system and IEEE-69 node system. Table 5 shows

the main parameters of BESSs and HESSs. Moreover, the longer

the duration time (DT), the higher the battery cost.

Results analysis of extended IEEE-33 node
system

The topology of the extended IEEE-33 node system is shown in

Figure 2.Wind power No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 are connected at nodes

9, 20 and 25 respectively. Photovoltaic No. 1 is connected at nodes 28.

Table 6 shows the daily network loss and daily voltage fluctuation

without ESSs. Table 7 shows the optimal configuration scheme of TOPSIS

MOPSO based on IEW method under two different renewable energy

penetration rates. By comparing Table 6 and Table 7, it can be found that

the daily network loss of the power grid is reduced and the daily node

voltage fluctuation is significantly reduced after the configuration of the

hybrid electric-hydrogen energy storage system. When renewable energy

FIGURE 3
Node voltage level after optimized configuration of ESSs when renewable energy penetration is 20% and 35%. (A) Node voltage level when
renewable energy penetration rate is 20 %; (B) Node voltage level when renewable energy penetration rate is 35 %.
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penetration rate is 20%, the daily network loss of the power grid decreases

by 0.2725 MW, and the daily node voltage fluctuation decreases by

3.7955 p. u.When the renewable energy penetration rate is 35%, the daily

network loss decreases 0.2774 MW, the daily node voltage fluctuation

decreases 3.9752 p. u. It can be seen fromTable 7 that when the renewable

energy penetration rate is 20%, the two BESSs are installed at node seven

and node 26 respectively, which capacities are 0.7148MWh and

0.3615MWh respectively. Meanwhile, the power capacity of

0.7069MW and 0.4526MW respectively. Two HESSs are installed in

node 11 and node 10, with the capacity of 12.349 kg, 7.420 kg, and the

power of 0.7105MW, and 0.4669MWrespectively.When the rate is 35%,

the two BESSs are installed at node six and node 26 respectively, and their

capacities are 0.1886MWh and 0.5279MWh respectively, and their

powers are 0.7112MW and 0.6805MW respectively. Two HESSs are

installed in node 23 and node 26, with the capacity of 9.1354 kg, 8.32 kg,

and the power of 0.6767MW, and 0.7139MW respectively. Moreover,

when the renewable energy penetration generation rate is 20%, the total

configuration cost of ESSs is $ 268,000, which is $ 52,000 higher than the

rate is 35%. This can be confirmed by the total capacity of ESSs

configurations for two different penetration rates. Figure 3A and

Figure 3B show the node voltage levels of the extended IEEE-33

system after the optimized configuration of ESSs when the renewable

energy penetration rate is 20% and 35%, respectively. Figure 4A and

Figure 4B are the average node voltage of the IEEE-33 system after the

optimized configuration of ESSs when the renewable energy penetration

rate is 20%and35%, respectively.AconclusioncanbedrawnfromFigure3

and Figure 4 that under two different renewable energy penetration rates,

compared with the unconfigured hybrid electric-hydrogen energy storage

system, the configuration of the hybrid electric-hydrogen energy storage

system using the algorithmdescribed in this work can improve the voltage

level of the power grid, stabilize the average node voltage of the power grid,

and improve the quality.

1) Node voltage level when renewable energy penetration rate

is 20%

2) Node voltage level when renewable energy penetration rate

is 35%

3) Average node voltage when renewable energy penetration

rate is 20%

4) Average node voltage when renewable energy penetration

rate is 35%

FIGURE 4
Average node voltage after optimized configuration of ESSs
when renewable energy penetration is 20% and 35%. (A) Average
node voltage when renewable energy penetration rate is 20 %; (B)
Average node voltage when renewable energy penetration
rate is 35 %.

FIGURE 5
Topology of the extended IEEE-69 bus.
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Results analysis of extended IEEE-69 node
system

The topology of the extended IEEE-69 node system is shown

in Figure 5. Wind power No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 are connected at

nodes 9, 20 and 25 respectively. Photovoltaic No. 1 is connected

at nodes 28.

Table 8 shows the daily network loss and daily voltage

fluctuation without ESSs. Table 9 shows the optimal

configuration scheme of TOPSIS MOPSO based on IEW method

under two different renewable energy penetration rates. By

comparing Table 8 and Table 9, it can be found that the hybrid

electric-hydrogen energy storage system configured can reduce the

daily network loss of the power grid and the daily node voltage

fluctuation. When renewable energy penetration rate is 20%, the

daily network loss of the power grid decreases by 0.2987MW, and

the daily node voltage fluctuation decreases by 1.881 p. u. When the

renewable energy penetration rate is 35%, the daily network loss

decreases 0.1833MW, the daily node voltage fluctuation decreases

2.2537 p. u. It can be seen from Table 9 that when the renewable

energy penetration rate is 20%, the two BESSs are installed at node

57 and node 48 respectively, which capacities are 0.2428MWh and

0.1528 MWh respectively. Meanwhile, the power of both BESSs is

0.72MW. Two HESSs are installed in node 36 and node 2, with the

capacity of 13 kg, and 14.338 kg, and the power of both HESSs is

0.72MW.When the rate is 35%, the two BESSs are installed at node

57 and node 36 respectively, and their capacities are 0.5553 MWh

and 0.1 MW h respectively, and their powers are 0.72 MW and

0.6621 MW respectively. Two HESSs are installed in node 49 and

node 36, with the capacity of 6.2487 kg, 6.2345 kg, and the power of

0.6702 MW, and 0.6844MW respectively. Furthermore, it can be

seen fromTable 9 that the total capacity of ESSs with 20% renewable

FIGURE 6
Node voltage level after optimized configuration of ESSs when renewable energy penetration is 20% and 35%. (A) Node voltage level when
renewable energy penetration rate is 20 %; (B) Node voltage level when renewable energy penetration rate is 35 %.
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energy penetration is lower than the 35% renewable energy

penetration. Therefore, with 20% renewable penetration, the

total allocation of ESSs is reduced by $8,000 compared to 35%

penetration, which is a reasonable result. Figures 6A,B show the

node voltage levels of the extended IEEE-69 system after the

optimized configuration of ESSs when the renewable energy

penetration rate is 20% and 35%, respectively. Figures 7A,B are

the average node voltage of the extended IEEE-69 system after

the optimized configuration of ESSs when the renewable energy

penetration rate is 20% and 35%, respectively. A conclusion can

be drawn from Figure 6 and Figure 7 that after ESS is

configured, the voltage level is improved, the average node

voltage stability of the nodes of the power grid is improved, the

fluctuation is reduced, and the stability of the power grid is

improved.

Conclusion

In this work, a Pareto multi-objective optimization model

based on MOPSO is proposed to configure the hybrid energy

storage system to improve the stability of distribution network

operation. Firstly, it is proved that MOPSO can obtain the ESSs

configuration scheme stably when the renewable energy

penetration rate is 20% and 35% respectively, through the

extended IEEE-33 and IEEE-69 system tests. Secondly,

Figure 8 shows the Pareto front of MOPSO and the position

of the optimal solution, which proves that MOPSO has a strong

optimization effect. Finally, by comparing with the system

without ESSs, it is proved that the ESSs configuration scheme

obtained by this method can improve the node voltage level of the

distribution network, reduce the node average voltage fluctuation

of the distribution network, and prevent the voltage from

exceeding the limit. It should be noted that as the penetration

of renewable generation increases, the net-load fluctuation of the

distribution network has increased, which will influence the

stability of the electric power system and electric quality of

the users. Hence, the rate capacity of BESSs has expanded, so

the configuration costs may increase. It can be seen from the

Tables 7 and 9, when the renewable energy penetration rate of

IEEE-33 system is 20% and 35%, the daily power loss is reduced

TABLE 8 Network loss and voltage fluctuation when ESSs is not
configured.

Renewable energy
penetration
rate (%)

No access to ESSs

Daily network
loss/MW

Daily voltage
fluctuation/p.u

20 2.418 4.874

35 2.329 4.764
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by 0.2725 MW and 0.2774 MW respectively. At the same time,

the daily node voltage fluctuation has decreased by 3.7955 p. u.

and 3.9752 p. u. respectively. Furthermore, in IEEE-69 system,

the daily power loss has reduced by 0.2987 MW and 0.1833 MW

respectively as well as the daily node voltage fluctuation has

decreased by 1.881 p. u. and 2.2537 p. u. respectively. It shows

that ESSs configuration scheme based on MOPSO can improve

the stability of the distribution network effectively.

1) Pareto distribution for IEEE-33 system with 20% penetration

of renewable energy

2) Pareto distribution for IEEE-33 system with 35% penetration

of renewable energy

3) Pareto distribution for IEEE-69 system with 20% penetration

of renewable energy

4) Pareto distribution for IEEE-69 system with 35% penetration

of renewable energy

FIGURE 7
Average node voltage after optimized configuration of ESSs
when renewable energy penetration is 20% and 35%. (A) Average
node voltage when renewable energy penetration rate is 20 %; (B)
Average node voltage when renewable energy penetration
rate is 35 %.

FIGURE 8
The pareto front of MOPSO and the position of the optimal
solution. (A) Pareto distribution for IEEE-33 system with 20 %
penetration of renewable energy; (B) Pareto distribution for IEEE-
33 system with 35 % penetration of renewable energy; (C)
Pareto distribution for IEEE-69 system with 20 % penetration of
renewable energy; (D) Pareto distribution for IEEE-69 system with
35 % penetration of renewable energy.
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